DiJonai

When planning a wedding for Di I think there’s no denying that it
must be extravagant. Personally I’d go with the theme: elaborate
elegance. The ceremony would be held in a huge, traditional church.
I’d give her wedding a very classy look with the colors of mainly
black and white with simple touches of red and silver. I’d imagine
her wedding dress be a jaw dropping fit to flare with a long train and
crystal accents everywhere. And her reception would be held in a
massive ballroom, and knowing Di, it would more likely turn into a
party. Best case scenario, we could surprise Di with the RnB artist,
John Legend. DiJonai’s wedding would be quite the event to
remember.

Shannon
I imagine Shannon with a fresh spring
wedding held along a beautiful,
green golf course. The reception will
be held near the ceremony in a big
tent with a great dance floor (an
absolute must for Shan’s dance
moves), and a tent thin enough to
see the stars (taken from The
Wedding Planner). I think a plum
color would look great with the
venue, accented with a lime green. I
am certain Shan would look great in
an A-Line with a full bottom and
sweetheart neckline. Wedding
planning with Shan would be a dream,
there’s no doubt it would be one the
most fun to plan

Bird
We all know Bird is the human manifestation of “go big or go home,” so her wedding
will not be an exception to this. While I imagine her ceremony held in a church, she
wouldn’t settle with a typical church you see walking down the street. We need
something massive, something to turn heads. I see Bird’s base color being an elegant
dark blue with crystal accents to really make it pop. I don’t think she is as keen of
sparkles as I am, but I’ll convince her how great it’ll look. As great as Bird looks in her
basketball sweats every day, I can’t wait to see her in her wedding dress. Again, I
think she will look incredible in a fit and flare as well. I’m thinking backless. Now the
reception, that will be quite the party. It will need to be held in a huge space, I think
a Victoria warehouse would be perfect. It is a given she will have her best friend DJ
Ash B on the music detail, but I also think we will need at least one classic RnB singer.
Bird might even sing for all we know. Regardless of what happens this will be the
wedding of the century.

Nadia
Nad’s wedding will be spectacular. I’m
think a night wedding. I have a perfect
picture of the venue in my head, but
I’m not sure it exists, so bear with me. I
imagine it being on the grounds of an
extravagant hotel. I imagine Nad
walking over a glass bridge over water
to a lit archway with fountains behind
it. This wedding will bring a whole new
meaning to the word class. I think Nad
will turn heads in a very sophisticated off
the shoulder lace dress with crystal
accents. And in that dress she will
continue to turn heads on the dance
floor because I know she will be tearing
that up. Again, under a ceiling of lights,
Nad’s reception will be a party to
remember.

Brittany
If anyone knows Brit they know her wedding will be held outside; and I can’t think of
anywhere more perfect than a mountain. I’m not sure how many of you readers have
seen Breaking Dawn Part I, but it is a perfect picture for how I picture Brit’s wedding.
Something simple, but breathtakingly beautiful with lights strung and flowers
everywhere. I think soft, muted hues would really accent the mountain scene along
with Brit’s personality; I’m thinking undertones of purple, green, a magenta, and a
turquoise would be perfect. We all know that Brit would look incredible in anything
we put her in, but I could see her in a fitted, lace, backless dress with a unique and
vintage look. I picture the reception up in the mountain under a ceiling of string
lights. And I imagine a country singer to perform. Think of Britt and her wedding day
just brings me pure joy!

Karlie
I think Karl will have a Summer wedding getting married
in the backyard of a massive mansion. I think her colors
will be another mix of undertones, but this time with a
focus on rose gold and champagne. I imagine Karl walking
down the aisle in a soft and feminine, lace accented
gown. The reception will be similar to Shan’s with a large
tent near to where the ceremony was held. I can’t
imagine Karl’s special day being a perfect mixture of
sentiment and joy.

Alanna

I can’t think of a better venue for Alanna’s wedding but a beach.
Imagining a smaller destination wedding, I think it will be simple yet
perfect. With natural, coastal colors I think the thing to stand out more
than anything else will be her dress. Alanna’s dress must be unique; I’m
thinking a long fitted backless dress with a clean look would look
incredible on her. Even with a smaller wedding the reception would be
just as much of a party if not more so. With a fun and entertaining DJ
I’m sure Alanna would have the time of her life doing her weird
Australian dance they call muzzing. All in all, I think it would be a great time.

